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vention. In the drawings ill represents a railway 
vehicle having a roof H, a floor l2, side walls I3 
and I4 and a longitudinally extending partition 
l5 spaced from the wall M to de?ne an aisle l6 
extending lengthwise of the vehicle between a 
vestibule (not shown) at one end of the vehicle 
and the other end'thereof and communicating 
with a plurality of individual rooms disposed be 
tween the aisle wall i5 and the side wall [3. 
Transverse partitions I‘! and I8 extending be 
tween side wall l3 and aisle partition l5 de?ne 
therewith a room having a ceiling l9 spaced 
downwardly from the roof I l to provide space for 
an air duct 20 extending longitudinally of the 
vehicle and connected with the room by means 
of branch duct 2| opening through the ceiling 19 
to withdraw vitiated air from the room by means 
of equipment (not shown) located in an end zone 
of the vehicle. A ceiling 22 over the aisle I6 pro 
vides space thereabove for a duct 23 disposed out 
side the plane of aisle partition l5 and adapted 
to supply conditioned air to the room from air 
conditioning equipment( not shown) located in 
an end zone of the vehicle. A branch duct 24 
leads from the main supply duct 23 and communi 
cates with the room through ceiling l9 by means 
of a suitable type of register for controlling the 
inlet of conditioned air. . 
An entrance door 26 in the aisle partition 15 

a?ords communication with the room from the 
aisle [6 and a ventilator 21 in this door provides 
for the recirculation of air from the room through 
the aisle to a return air grille at that end of the 
vehicle containing the air conditioning equip 
ment referred to. A’window 28 for the room is . 
disposed in side wall l3, and since the room is 
adapted to be used in intercommunicating rela 
tion with an adjoining room, the cross partition 

of the room ensuite with the next adjacent room. 
At: one side of the communicating door between 
the rooms in the corner of the cross partition I‘! 
@and aisle partition l5 and to one side of the en 
trance door 26, a wardrobe 3! is provided for the 
accommodation of articles of wearing apparel of 
the occupants of the room. The wardrobe is‘pro 
vided with a door 32 affording access to clothing 
hung therein, and a latch» 33 is adapted releas 
ably to maintain the door in closed position. A 
support rail 34 (see Fig. 5) provides a convenient ' 
means of hanging wearing apparel in the ward 
robe by means of the usual clothes hangers. A 
full length mirror 35 is mounted upon the inner 
side of entrance door 26 convenient to users of 
the wardrobe, and a mirror 4! is provided at the 
other side of the wardrobe on the communicating 
door 29. 

* Immediately beneath the wardrobe proper, a 
tilting hopper arrangement 3'! is provided which 
is adapted to be moved from the operative posi 
tion indicated in dotted lines in Fig. 2 to a tilted 
or folded position partially enclosed by the lower 
portion of the wardrobe cabinet, and which en 
closure is completed by the hinged actuating‘ door 
38, which upon opening and closing automatically 
moves the hopper between operative and inoper 
ative positions respectively. The door 38 is 
hinged at that side of'the hopper mechanism ad 
jacent the aisle partition [5 so that when in oper 
ative position the hopper 3‘! is readily accessible 
from the opposite or room side. When the door 
38 is open, it occupies such a position substan 
tially parallel to the plane of the aisle partition 
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as to block the entrance door 26 and effectively-. 
prevent its being opened when the hopper 31 is 75 

4 
disposed in operative position. The handle 39 on 
the actuating door 38 is disposed below the level 
of the mirror 36 on the entrance door so that it 
cannot possibly come in contact with the mirror 
should the entrance door be tried while the door 
38 is open. 
At the other side of the communicating door 

29, a ?xed washbasin s2 is disposed in the corner 
of the side wall is and cross partition I‘! at one 
side of the window 28. The washbasin is rigidly 
mounted in operative position and normally is‘ 
concealed by a hinged cover 43 which in its low 
ered position ?ts about the faucet assembly 44 
covering the actuating handles to render them 
inoperative in this position of the cover, and when 
the cover is raised, the faucet assembly, including 
the handles, is fully exposed for normal opera 
tion. The under side of the cover 43 is of metal 
to match that of the basin, and the upper surface 
is ?nished to match splash shields ‘l5 and ii’! on the 
side wall and cross partition immediately adjacent 
to the washbasin. The cover is hinged at 48 to 
swing to a vertical position against the side wall 
where it is releasably maintained by spring 
pressed catch 69 mounted upon the cross parti 
tion in position to‘ engage the cover as it is moved 
to open position. A removable cover plate 5| on 
the side ?nish beneath the basin permits access 
to the drain mechanism for service and mainte 
nance operations. A hinged door 52 affords access 
to a clean towel compartment convenient to the 
basin. Above the basin a mirror 53 is disposed 
at a convenient angle for use diagonally across 
the corner between side wall 23 and partition 11. 
A lower horizontal lighting ?xture 54 and an up 
per ?xture 56 having downwardly directed twin 
lenses provide illumination for users of the mir 
ror. ,. In this same corner of the room, above the 
level of the mirror, an overhead L-shaped luggage 
rack 5? is supported from the side wall l3 and 
cross partition I’! by means of brackets 58 and 
59 respectively, for the accommodation of articles 
placed thereon by the occupants of the room. 
Beneath the window 28, throughout the extent 

of side wall [3 within the room, the side ?nish or 
wainscoting 6!, as best shown in Figs. 3 and 4, is 
spaced a substantial distance inwardly from the 
side wall structure to provide for a heating sys 
tem. The wainscoting is spaced from the ?oor as 
at 52 to provide an opening for the passage of air. 
The space between the wainscoting and side wall 
structure i3 is closed at the window sill position 
by a capping 53 disposed on a level with the sur 
face of cover 133 overlying the washbasin and ex 
tending throughout the window area and beyond, 
as shown in Fig. 4. A sloping plate 54 (see Fig. 3) 
separates the space behind the wainscoting into an 
upper chamber 86 and a passage 61 having a re 
stricted outlet opening 68 in the immediate vi 
cinity of window 28. The plate {is is disposed at 
an angle such as to provide a passage having a 
width at the bottom of substantially the full area 
between the panel 8! and the side wall l3, but 
approaching the side wall at the window sill to 
provide a very restricted emission opening im 
mediately adjacent the window. The function ‘of 
the passage 6'! is to provide a sheet of warm air 
over the entire area of window 28 to prevent 
the radiation of ‘cold air therefrom into the room 
to the discomfort of passengers. Air drawn from 
the room through opening 62 at the floor passes 
over ?nned heating pipes 69 and enters passage 
"67 which acts somewhat as a chimney, creating 
a positive circulation of air through the opening 
‘62, over the heating pipes 69, through the pas 



Siege 57' ‘and eiefctedgthrdlighih. .‘Qutlet .58 
“'t ~form of a continuousjet ‘providing 'ah'heatled 
curtain of air‘ over the entire ‘window are‘awto 
‘prevent any possibility of persons‘in the room 
‘being conscious of the cold air normally em‘a-‘ 
*n‘a‘ting from a. window of th‘e’size of that “shown. 
The sloping plate 64 is provided with aiseriesio'f 
‘horizontally aligned ‘openings _'H ‘and anasso 
'"jciated 'louvered shutter } member l2 ‘slidably 
‘mounted in ‘guides 73 provides a means of‘ad‘iust 
lng the openings to control the amount of heat 
ed air passing into the chamber 66 ‘through the 
"openings, This adjustment is made initially at 
‘the'tir‘r‘ie of installation inaccordance withrr‘e 
'quirements necessary‘to the proper heating ofth‘e 
“room and it ‘is not necessary for the adjustment 
to be disturbed in the normal use‘of the arrange 
merit thereafter. Admission ‘of h'eated‘air ‘from 
the ‘passage 67 into the chamber 66 serves ‘to 
'heat‘the wainscoting 6|, which acts as a radiant ‘ 
“heating panel to maintain the temperature of 
‘the room at a normal comfortable level without 
Hfafts. ‘ 

The room is designed for accommodation of 
‘two passengers, with provision for individual " 
‘sleeping accommodations, and adapted to pro 
vide comfortable daytime seating‘ arrangements 
fqrboth persons. These‘facili‘tie‘s "comprise a 
“convertible ‘sofa ‘T6 “and a ‘foldable berth "Tl dis 
i‘pos‘e‘d adjacent the cross partition 18 at ‘the'oth‘er 
‘side ‘of window 28 andentrance door 26 ‘from 
“th‘etoil‘et ‘facilities hereinbefore described. The 
‘sofa includes a seat portion 18 extending ‘sub 
:‘s‘t'antially full‘length‘ of the room from the'ais‘le 
‘partition £5 to the side ?nish BI ‘and ‘whi‘chis ~ 
supported at this latter position on "an ‘angle 
‘inember 19 secured to the side ?nish' and ‘at the 
aisle partition on a structure including shoe box 
‘8] having hinged ‘access‘doors 82 ‘and"3‘3"opén 
v‘i‘n‘gQrespectively, inside ‘the ‘room and from‘tl'ie “ 
aisle. The‘hackrest 84 for the sofa‘ is‘ convertible 
from the upright daytime position illustrated in 
“Fig. 5 to the inverted horizontal"nighttimer‘posi 
‘tion‘illustrated in Fig. 6. The backrest‘is‘iyp‘iv 
otally mounted for movement between‘ these two 
‘positions and includes a frame “86 upon‘ which 
“the’ba‘ckrest‘ cushion 85 is ‘mounted. This frame 
184‘ is provided with trunnion members ‘8'! mounted 
upon respectively opposite ends of “the frame‘ ‘and 
adapted pivotally to support the backrest in r 
trunnion brackets 88 mounted‘respectively upon 
‘the ‘side ?nish Bi and “ aisle ‘partition 15. ‘The 
*backrest is pivotally supported in these‘brack'ets 
‘Bil ‘for folding movements between day and‘v‘night 
"time operative positions. In the "daytime “the 
“h‘aékrest“‘is locked in upright‘positioniby‘rretra‘ét 
‘ible‘ latches actuated by an operating‘ handle‘ 89, 
‘and’ at night when the backrest is converted for 
i‘sleepi‘ng purposes, it is supported in ‘its ‘horizontal 
Fin'ver‘t‘ed position on ‘brackets ‘9| inouri‘ted‘re 
‘1 pectively upon the side ‘?nish BI‘ and‘ arse-par 
'_'tition. The ‘frame is adapted to‘ suppor?a 
‘mattress and bedding by‘r‘neans of a ‘flexible‘base 

i ‘ he backrest; the'bedding‘is pre 
;vented fromfescaping‘from ‘the f‘rar‘hetii? 
T‘meansofa hinged ‘panel‘?i! ‘pivotally mounted 
pnl‘the' lowermost sidej ‘rail “of ‘thejf‘f‘raiiie ‘ 
‘ilha‘ving‘ rollers 56 on the 'free'edge thereof 
‘:to ride up‘ the ‘cro‘ss'partition l?‘asthe‘ba 

“ voted‘ to “horizontal position. ' best‘ 
“ ‘and _6 ‘th‘e'panel prevents th U “ 
i‘ng etweenlthe bed and ‘the artition in 
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{the ‘nighttime'positi‘on‘bf the backrest as ‘resist-‘i5 

iii! the‘idayiimet tw. ‘illustrated i‘e'Fisi ' 
‘sl'e‘at‘cushion 18 ‘andrthe backrest‘cus‘hion‘tl‘, re 
‘both’ shaped to providet‘he most comfortable 
c‘o'nto‘urs for iseating‘lpiirposesandjthe bac‘k‘rest‘is 
jdisposed ‘ flush with‘ "adjoining “wall ‘surface ~‘which is ‘contoured to "match that‘ oi‘t‘he back‘r‘e‘s‘t 
‘(see Figs. ‘2, 3 and‘4). Lighting ?iétii‘r‘es‘SB are 
disposed at‘ respectively opposite ends of the 1“sofa 
'i?han‘d mounted ‘upon’ the‘side ‘wall (3 ‘and aisle 
‘partition I5 in positions ‘to ‘provide reading’li‘ght‘s 
‘for persons ‘seated on the ‘sofa or reclining‘lon 
the bed whenthe backrest is ‘converted for the 
‘purpose, and including night‘li‘ghting ‘features far 
bedtime use. A ?‘x‘tilre 95 located on the ‘aisle 
partition, [5 provides‘ general illumination‘ for ' the 
‘room. An ashtray v99 retractibly‘mounted ‘inthf‘e 
side ?nish 6i is convenientl‘yllocated to the use 
of such persons, ‘and table ‘brackets lill are 
"adapted toreceive a‘remo‘vable table which:‘may 
ibelinserted for the convenience‘ of seated passen 
gers. 

As will be observed‘from the ‘drawingsQpar 
ticularlyFigs. 2, 5 and 6, the length of. the room 
_(its dimension in the direction of the length‘of 
the car) is approximately twice‘ the width of the 
sofa 1:6, or is twice as'great as the distance be 
tween the partition [8 ‘and the front edge of‘ the 
sofa. ‘ Thus the room includes a standing space, 
between thevfvront ‘edge of‘the sofa and the par 
titio‘n IT‘, approximately as long as the sofa‘iis 
wide. To make ar‘oomfokfvsuch ‘comparatively 
small proportions e?ectively‘spacious enough for 
comfortable occupancy'byltwo personsyis'of course 
one of the principal objects of‘ the ‘presentin 
vention, and this object has been “attained ‘by 
‘the “novel relative “arrangement :of the several 
‘?xtures and facilities‘ ‘which ‘constitutes antim 
'portant ‘feature'of the, invention. ' 

‘The foldable berthll‘wh‘en' in its-closed posi 
tion is disposed in‘ a verticalplane‘?ush-with iad 
‘joining wall surfaces ‘i8? ‘on the‘ ‘partition i8 and 
‘substantially ‘?ush ‘ ‘with ‘the - ‘general ‘plane "of the 
“surface of ‘the ‘sofa ‘backrest "8liiso‘that ‘the lut 
"most spaciou'sness is provided in‘ the room and 

- 'fthe‘jgeneral air of‘roominessisenhanced by :the 
greater‘ headroom thusja?o‘rded, while‘ the jun 
‘lde‘si‘rability I of any upper I berth projecting over‘ “the 
‘sofa in‘thedaytime positions ‘thereof is ‘avoided 
and ‘the ‘hazard‘of' an overhanging berth ‘over 
itheheads of persons ‘seated'on the sofa thereby 
‘eliminated.’ In operativefsleeping position the 
berth is disposed horizontal, in parallel overlying 
relationship with the converted sofa‘ bed, as best 
‘shown in Fig.4. The ‘berth is ‘received flush with 
ma recess‘ I03 when‘in‘ closed‘ position‘ and‘ Edin 
prises "a bunk ‘lillihaving'trunnions 18$ atrre— 
"spectively op‘po‘site‘ ‘ends adapted to "be; mounted 
‘in ‘trunnion brackets IQ‘! ‘in‘the‘ end walls of ‘the 
‘recess “33 for‘ the ‘pivotalsupport of ‘the bunk 
during folding movements 1between ‘open. ‘and 
closed positions. ‘The ‘bunk is ‘provided-“withf'a ' 
?exible base‘ ‘I 08 for resiliently supporting a mat 
tress 169. A bottom guard member I Hi; mounted 
“upon. the ‘partition lili‘and‘ shaped to rprovide‘ta 
curvature conforming‘ to thearcdescribed by-the 
lower edge of the bunk in its movements'be 
‘tween open’ and olosedpositions, is disposedfat 
‘the lower extremity‘ of the recess I93 in' positi‘bn 
“to’lc‘l‘ose the space between‘ the ‘bunk;- and‘ ‘parti 
ltion} IB ‘and thereby ‘prevent the“ escape of‘bed 
di‘n‘g‘ in 'eith‘erjpositi‘on of' the 'berth. _ 
M‘Ini‘closed position; thefb‘unk ‘l‘illi‘ isc‘loék“ "by 
‘the: usuallat‘ch rods ‘(not “showin-i actuated from 
‘jt‘he‘k‘ ‘way-t H ‘b; “means of a por‘ter’s“ berth‘k‘ey, 
“but "in ‘the‘-“ open" hear-Omar»pendant-tilestates 
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supported by novel means which act as safety de 
vices to prevent undesired closing of the bunk 
under in?uence of counterbalancing mechanism 
provided to aid in the operation of the berth. 
As best shown in Figs. 4 and 6, these means com 
prise strut members ! i2 pivotally mounted in the 
bunk at respectively opposite ends on the inner 
face of the front side wall for movement in a ver~ 
tical plane, when the bunk is open, from re 
tracted positions in the bunk to operative posi 
tions at upward inclinations toward the side wall 
!3 and aisle partition 15. These members sup 
port the free edge of the bunk for sleeping pur 
poses and at the same time prevent it from rising, 
so that the berth is securely locked in horizontal 
position. The strut members are each provided 
with a head portion adapted to be entered into 
slotted brackets I it on the side wall and aisle 
partition where they are securely locked by means 
of pivotally mounted latch members lit adapted 
to be swung to positions overlying the respective 
head portions and e?‘ectively preventing unin 
tentional withdrawal of the strut members. The 
head portions are each constructed to provide a 
part interlocking with the respective slotted 
brackets for supporting the berth and a shoule 
dered portion cooperating with the latch litI to 
ensure the retention of the strut members in fully 
interlocked engagement with the brackets to pre 
vent upward movement of the berth. When the 
latches illi- are released, the strut members may 
be swung to inoperative positions in the berth, 
lying between the mattress H59 and the front rail 
of the bunk, whereupon the berth may be moved 
to closed position in the recess I113. 
The berth m4 is fully counterbalanced for ease 

of operation, and the counterbalancing mecha 
nism is fully concealed and disposed entirely out 
side the area of the berth whereby to preserve 
the smooth arrangement of the berth ?ush with 
the adjoining wall areas and enabling the use 
of a full length bed without interference from 
berth supporting rods or chains disposed between 
the mattress I89 and the end wall of the bunk 
within the area of the berth. The counterbal- ‘ 
ancing arrangement includes torsional spring 
mechanisms I I5 mounted at respectively opposite 
ends of the berth recess Hi3 and fully enclosed 
in the spaces behind wall areas sea outside of 
the end walls of the bunk and operatively con 
nected with the bunk through the medium of 
?exible chains H5 extending from the perimeter 
of the torsional springs through openings ill in 
the walls I32. The ?exible chains are not fas 
tened directly to the bunk proper, but are piv 
otally connected to extension plate members H8 
secured to the face of the bunk l?ll and project 
ing beyond respectively opposite ends thereof at 
a point removed from the trnnnions “it about 
which the bunk pivots and adapted to align with 
and completely close the openings H‘! in wall 
areas I02 whereby to conceal the counterbal 
ancing mechanism and the connections thereto. 
The extension plates H3, if desired, may be dis 
posed ?ush with the surface of the bunk H34 and 
received ?ush with the surfaces of walls I92 in 
closed position. The plates are rigid with the 
bunk and enable the disposition of the counter 
balancing devices entirely outside the area of the 
bunk. In the open sleeping position of the berth 
1M, berth safety guards lZEi are provided which 
are ?xedly secured at their lower ends in the 
bunk and extend upwardly therefrom to the cell 
ing, where they are releasably secured to rigidly 
mounted catch members H9 which support the 
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3 
guard members in positions at the outer side of 
the berth to prevent an occupant of the berth 
from rolling beyond the edge thereof. The guards 
are spaced apart at the center of the berth to 
permit access thereto. 
From the foregoing it will be seen that there 

has been provided a room having a convertible 
sol'a disposed along one wall, with a berth there 
above adapted for disposition in parallel overly‘ 
ing relationship with the converted sofa or fold 
able to a vertical position ?ush with adjoining 
wall areas and with the backrest portion of the 
sofa in its normal position, and having toilet 
facilities for the room arranged at the opposite 
wall and including a ?xed concealed washbasin 
and an enclosed folding hopper disposed respec 
tively at opposite sides of a communicating door 
for convenient use of either separately, without 
interference or restriction imposed by the other, 
and having a diagonally arranged mirror disposed 
in the corner above the washbasin and a ward 
robe in the corner above the folded hopper, with 
an entrance door to the room between the sofa 
and the toilet facilities opening through one of 
the other walls and having a window in the wall 
opposite the entrance door alongside the sofa 
and the Washbasin. 
What is claimed is— 
1. In a vehicle having side walls and a parti 

tion spaced from one of the side walls de?ning a 
longitudinal side aisle, spaced parallel cross par 
titions extending from the aisle partition to the 
other side wall de?ning a room, an entrance door 
to the room located in the aisle partition, a sofa 
in the room at one side of the entrance door ad 
jacent one of said cross partitions having a back 
rest convertible to a bed, a ioldable berth above 
the sofa disposed flush with adjoining wall areas 
and movable to a position in parallel overlying 
relationship with said bed, a window in the side 
wall of the room, a hopper and a washbasin at 
the other side of the entrance door and window 
respectively from said sofa adjacent to the other 
cross partition, standing space between said sofa 
and said hopper and washbasin, said last-named 
partition having a communicating door therein, 
said basin and hopper being disposed at opposite 
sides of the communicating door adjacent to the 
side wall and the aisle partition respectively, and 
a wardrobe in the corner of the room with said 
hopper and disposed above the level of the hop 
per, said room being of a width de?ned substan 
tially by the length of said sofa and of a length 
substantially equal to twice the width of the sofa. 

2. In a vehicle having side walls and a parti 
tion spaced from one of the side walls de?ning 
a longitudinal side aisle, spaced parallel cross 
partitions extending from the aisle partition to 
the other side wall de?ning a room, an entrance 
door to the room located in the aisle partition, a 
convertible sofa in the room at one side of the 
entrance door adjacent one of said cross parti 
tions, a window in the side wall of the room, a 
hopper and a washbasin at the other side of the 
entrance door and window respectively from said 
sofa adjacent to the other cross partition, stand 
ing space between said sofa and said hopper and 
washbasin, said last-named partition having a 
communicating door therein, said basin and hop 
per being disposed at opposite sides of the com 
municating door adjacent to the side wall and 
the aisle partition respectively, and a wardrobe 
in the corner of the room with said hopper and 
disposed above the level of the hopper, said room 
being of a width de?ned substantially by the 
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length of- said sofa and _f a length substantially 
equal to twice the width of the sofa. 

vehicle having sidewalls and a parti 
tign spa'ekd“ from one of the_ ‘dewallsde?hing 
a‘ l'ongit dinal side aisle, spac 1 parallel cross 
partitionsrextending from aisle partition to ‘ 

,jt‘he, other side wall de?ning aroom, an entrance 
door to the room located in the aisle partition, a 
convertible sofa inthe room at one side of the 
entrance door adjacent one of said cross, parti 
tions-‘a, window in the sidewall of the room, ‘a “ 
hopper and a washbasin‘ at‘ the other side of 
the entrance door and window respectively from 
said sofa adjacent to the other cross partition, 
and standing space between said sofa and said 
hopper and washbasin, said last-named parti 
tion having a communicating door therein, and 
said basin and hopper being disposed at opposite 
sides of the communicating door adjacent to the 
side wall and the aisle partition respectively, said 
room being of a width de?ned substantially by 
the length of said sofa and of a length substan 
tially equal to twice the width of the sofa. 

4. In a vehicle having side walls and a parti 
tion spaced from one of the side walls de?ning a 
longitudinal side aisle, spaced parallel cross par 
titions extending from the aisle partition to- the 
other side Wall de?ning a room, an entrance door 
to the room located in the aisle partition, a sofa 
in the room at one side of the entrance door ad 
jacent one of said cross partitions having a back 
rest convertible to a bed, a foldable berth above 
the sofa disposed flush with adjoining wall areas 
and movable to a position in parallel overlying 
relationship with said bed, a window in the side 
wall of the room, a hopper and a washbasin at 
the other side of the entrance door and window 
respectively from said sofa adjacent to the other 
cross partition, and standing space between said 
sofa and said hopper and washbasin, said last 
named partition having a communicating door 
therein, and said basin and hopper being disposed 
at opposite sides of the communicating door ad~ 
jacent to the side wall and the aisle partition re 
spectively, said room being of a width de?ned 
substantially by the length of said sofa and of a 
length substantially equal to twice the width of 
the sofa. 

5. In a vehicle having side walls and a parti 
tion spaced from one of the side walls de?ning a 
longitudinal side aisle, spaced parallel cross par 
titions extending from the aisle partition to the 
other side wall de?ning a room, an entrance door 
to the room located in the aisle partition, a sofa 
in the room at one side of the entrance door ad 
jacent one of said cross partitions having a back 
rest convertible to a bed, a foldable berth above 
the sofa disposed flush with adjoining wall areas 
and movable to a position in ‘parallel overlying 
relationship with said bed, a window in the side 
wall of the room, a hopper and a washbasin at 
the other side of the entrance door and window 
respectively from said sofa adjacent to the other 
cross partition, and standing space between said 
sofa and said hopper and washbasin, said basin 
and said hopper being disposed at opposite sides 
of the room adjacent the side wall and the aisle 
partition respectively whereby such facilities are 
entirely separate and independent of each other, 
said room being of a width de?ned substantially 
by the length of said sofa and of a length sub 
stantially equal to twice the width of the sofa. 

6. In a vehicle having side walls and a parti 
tion spaced from one of the side walls de?ning a 
longitudinal side aisle, spaced parallel cross par 
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1 
titionsesteadiegiromitbe aisle nartitipn Qt ' swell de?ning arqom, an entire-nee deer 
iteihelreom located in. the aisle partition, a ‘Safe 
mills riqom at one side of the entrance decried: 
jacent one of said cross partitions, a window in 
theside wall of the room at the side of the sofa, 
a hopper and a washbasin at the other side of the 
entrance door and window respectively from said 
sofa adjacent‘ some‘ “other tress "partition, and 
standingspacebetween said sofa and said hopper 
and washbasin, said basin andsaid hopperbeing 
disposed at opposite sides of the room adjacent 
the side wall and the aisle partition respectively 
whereby such facilities are entirely separate and 
independent of each other, said room being of a 
width de?ned substantially by the length of said 
sofa and of a length substantially equal to twice 
the width of the sofa. 

7. In a vehicle having side walls and a parti 
tion spaced from one of the side walls to de?ne 
a longitudinal side aisle, spaced parallel cross 
partitions extending from the aisle partition to 
the other side wall de?ning a room, an entrance 
door to the room located in the aisle partition, 
a sofa in the room at one side of the entrance 
door adjacent one of said cross partitions having 
a backrest convertible to a bed, a foldable berth 
above the sofa disposed flush with adjoining wall 
areas and movable to a position in parallel over 
lying relationship with said bed, a hopper and a 
washbasin at the other side of the entrance door 
from said sofa adjacent to the other cross partl 
tion, and standing space between said sofa and 
said hopper and washbasin, said basin and said 
hopper being disposed at opposite sides of the 
room adjacent the side wall and the aisle parti 
tion respectively whereby such facilities are en 
tirely separate and independent of each other, 
said room being of a width de?ned substantially 
by the length of said sofa and of a length sub 
stantially equal to twice the width of the sofa. 

8. In a vehicle having side walls and a parti 
tion spaced from one of the side walls to de?ne 
a longitudinal side aisle, spaced parallel cross 
partitions extending from the aisle partition to 
the other side wall de?ning a room, a sofa in the 
room at one side adjacent to one of said cross 
partitions and having a backrest convertible to 
a bed, a foldable berth above the sofa disposed 
flush with adjoining wall areas and movable to 
a position in parallel overlying realtionship with 
said bed, a hopper and a washbasin at the other 
side of the room from said sofa adjacent to the 
other cross partition, and standing space between 
said sofa and said hopper and washbasin, said 
basin and said hopper being disposed at opposite 
sides of the room adjacent the side wall and aisle 
partition respectively whereby such facilities are 
entirely separate and independent of each other, 
said room being of a width de?ned substantially 
by the length of said sofa and of a length sub 
stantially equal to twice the width of the sofa. 

9. In a vehicle having side walls and a parti 
tion spaced from one of the side walls to de?ne a 
longitudinal side aisle, spaced parallel cross par 
titions extending from the aisle partition to the 
other side wall de?ning a room, a sofa in the 
room at one side adjacent to one of said cross 
partitions, a hopper and a washbasin at the other 
side of the room from said sofa adjacent to the 
other cross partition, and standing space between 
said sofa and said hopper and washbasin, said 
basin and said hopper being disposed at opposite 
sides of the room adjacent the side wall and aisle 
partition respectively whereby such facilities are 
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said room being of a. width de?ned substantially Number Name Date 
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